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My first day at school

It was a joy and blessing from the creator that we are able to resume physical classes
for the little tiny tots. School reopened for the little ones on 8th and 9th June. It was a
pleasure to watch them walk in with a big smile and all excited. The day began
welcoming each one and later several games were played, music and dance, each of
them had they first day photo taken along with their hand print. All of them had fun
and enjoyment.
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Father’s Day

The students of Nest had an opportunity to speak about their dad in front of their peer
group and later made a special greeting card for their dad which they took home as
a surprise.
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The festival Eid – Al - Adha

The students were taught the significance and importance of the festival “Eid-Al-Adha”
EY2, EY3 made a greeting card while the students of FS1 decorated the moon and star
in their art school book and FS2 coloured the place of worship.
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Professional Development for the teachers

The academic year at Nalapad Academy began on this positive note with empowering
professional development sessions for teachers that upgraded their knowledge and
skills. Skill-enhancing session on design thinking was delivered by the Primary year’s
coordinator Ms Sai Lakshmi. Another insightful session was conducted by our
Cambridge coordinator Mr Swamy which helped the teachers to integrate a deeper
holistic approach and to deliver the Cambridge pathways teaching strategies to their best.
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Teachers welcome back to school

'Welcome back to school'

The new academic year began with Teachers Orientation. New teachers were welcomed
to Nalapad Academy. The session started with a prayer and formal introduction of the
teachers. Important information about the academics and planning and schedules were
discussed which helped the teachers about the pedagogy followed in Nalapad Academy.

Children were home bound for two years. As things get to normal, the new academic
year resumes with offline classes for the students of EY2 to AS level. Students and
teachers were very excited to meet each other. Students met their new friends and
interacted with the teachers face to face. This was a fun filled day with new learning
which left the children go back home with happy faces.
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International yoga day

Fit body and mind are an integral part of Education system. International yoga day is
celebrated in Nalapad Academy on 21st June. Students understood that practicing
yoga will help in person’s mental well being.
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Nalapad Academy's Cafeteria

All the students at Nalapad enjoyed their meals at the newly opened cafeteria.
The students were provided with healthy breakfast, snacks and lunch. Students help the
chef with their feedback after their meal.
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Tennis Tournament 2022

We are so proud to share that our student Hazel Caitlyn from Grade 1 was the final
runner up in Trisha Vinod's Budding Talents Tennis Tournament 2022 held by BBTA on
June 4 and June 5, 2022 under the age category of 4 to 7 years.

Summer Clash

We are so happy to share that our student Ankit. V from Grade 3 represented India in a
World coding summer competition by Codingal. He ranked 3 in the world for his project
on a rocket launch.
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July - 2022

Nalapad Nest - School Tour

The students of FS2 were taken on a school tour on the 14th of July. The purpose of this
activity was to familiarise them with their surroundings and help them understand each
member of the school and the role they play in Nalapad Academy. 
 

The students of FS1 had a story session with mom. Ms. Mansi Tandon and
Ms. Maruthaselvi moms of Parth and Vamshiga were invited to school and narrate
a story to the students 
 

Story with Mom
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Community Helper’s

Helper’s day was scheduled on Friday the 22nd of July. The students of nest were taken
around the school campus to know and learn about the jobs each community helper
does. The students made a thank you card and gave them a chocolate to show their
gratitude and thankfulness.
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Assembly- Anti bullying

Students of grade 6-11 (middle school and higher secondary) organized the very first
assembly of the new academic year 2022-23, on 5th July 2022 in the auditorium of the
school. The assembly started with a prayer and a thought of the day. The topic of the
assembly was “Anti-bullying. Students performed skit to make all other school students
understand that bullying should not be encouraged. There was a speech mentioning the
different types of bullying.  Quiz based was also organized and most of the participants
from the audience had a great fun. The assembly ended with a National Anthem
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To understand how fair test is done- Grade -3

Students did an experiment to investigate whether different vegetables sink or float. We
used different types of vegetables like carrot, lady finger, potato, capsicum and onion.
The students observed the pattern and also how they could make it a fair test. It was an
enjoyable experience seeing the students participate with enthusiasm.
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Dissection of Hibiscus flower- Grade -5

Students explored and understood the concept of reproduction in a flowering plant by
dissecting the flower. The students saw the male and female parts clearly. It was an
experiential learning for them and they were very excited to see it first-hand.
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Show and Tell

Show and Tell activity was organized on Friday,8th July 2022 to strengthen the verbal
skills and to foster public speaking competency of the young minds.

It was an interesting and thrilling experience for the kids sharing their feelings with
peer which provided fun and comfortable learning arena to everyone involved. 

To improve the communication and descriptive skills in children ‘Show and Tell’ activity
was organized for grade 1-5. The students were informed to bring their favorite toy or
any object of their choice. They were excited to share their descriptive narration and
waited eagerly for their turn to show and tell. Thus, this event helped our children to
build their social, emotional and language skills.
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Blood Donation camp

Students of Nalapad Academy in association with Manipal Hospitals, organized blood
donation camp on 24th July, as a part of Founder’s Day program to carry the vision of
our beloved chairman. Students of Grade 6 -11 got the opportunity to volunteer for this
event which helped them in Community engagement.
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HUES (Handling Unexpected Emergencies
in School Children) Workshop

The Department of paediatric Emergency Medicine, Manipal Hospital conducted HUES
a unique, one of its kind simulation-based workshop on 24th July, Saturday. Teachers
of Nalapad academy attended this workshop which helped to acquire knowledge on
various health related, psychological problems in children and skills to handle them.
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Leadership Meeting for
Apple Education deployment

On Saturday,16th July 2022, a leadership program was conducted with CIT (Creative
Infotech) to understand how Nalapad Academy can use technology in classrooms.
The session went over various aspects of technology in education-the importance of
technology in today’s world, the necessity of teaching effective use of technology, and
the use of technology to aid effective learning. The team also went over the effectiveness
of technology in documentations and mapping learner progress.


